
135MAX     
HEAVY DUTY AIR HAMMER



PURE POWER. PEAK PRODUCTIVITY.
Ingersoll Rand® 135MAX Heavy Duty Air Hammer
The 135MAX HD Air Hammer is the next generation air hammer that builds on the foundation set by 119MAX—
incredible performance and power at an accessible cost—while leveraging a fine-tuned feather-able trigger, 
inspired by legendary Ingersoll Rand® impact wrenches, for more precision and even better results. Featuring an 
optimized combination of power and speed to achieve best-in-class BPM, the 135MAX can breeze through any 
job, from heavy duty front-end applications to the driving and shearing jobs that call for a lighter touch. And it’s all 
backed by a two-year warranty. Send your productivity soaring with the 135MAX HD Air Hammer.

TOOL FEATURES

VERSATILE 
Available as tool with quick change 
retainer and as a kit 

PROTECTED 
Backed by a two-year warranty

POWER 
Break at lightspeed with the most 
powerful air hammer available - 
15% more powerful to get your 
job done 15% faster then the 
leading competitive air hammer

COMFORT 
Shock reduction  
and anti-slip grip 

CONTROL 
Feather-able trigger to give you the 
ultimate control over every job – from 
jobs that require the lightest touch to 
the hardest hitting applications, we’ve 
got you covered

PRODUCTIVITY 
Quick-Change Retainer  
Provides fast chisel  
changeovers  
(included with tool)

135MAX HD Air Hammer

Model
Bore 

Diameter 
in (mm)

BPM
Piston 
Stroke 
in (mm)

Throttle 
Style

Weight  
lb (kg)

Length  
in (mm)

Air Consumption  
at Load

cfm (l\min)

Free Speed
Sound Level dB(A)
Pressure Power

135MAX 3/4 (19) 2600 3 (76) Trigger 4.5 (2.03) 8.67 (220.1) 2.66 (75.36) 98 109

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR), driven by an entrepreneurial spirit and ownership mindset, is dedicated to helping make life better for our employees, customers and communities. Customers lean on us for 
our technology-driven excellence in mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions across 40+ respected brands where our products and services excel in the most complex and harsh conditions. 
Our employees develop customers for life through their daily commitment to expertise, productivity and efficiency.

Learn more at www.ingersollrand.com
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